Announcing

Four Elements
The Coronavirus pandemic
has led us to re-imagine
Health System 100, and
strengthen the value of this
special leadership community.
After a series of successful
COVID-19 Task Force calls, we
are launching four new virtual
elements in addition to the
annual Health System 100
Conference that will deepen our
ability to deliver exceptional
healthcare intelligence and a
vibrant leadership community.
We are launching these
elements on a rolling start
by October 1, 2020.
2020 Members will receive
these benefits 100% free of
charge for the rest of the
year. We will start charging
members on January 1, 2021,
and will call to confirm your
paid participation in November/
December. Members will be
limited to 100 leading providers
and 100 leading solution
partners.

Pricing
Intelligence
Monthly Think Tanks
Weekly Intelligence Feed
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Monthly Think Tank
A 60-minute, professionally-moderated live conference call featuring
original research and top experts on the changing future of health
systems, with a special focus on external drivers: consumers, payers,
disruptors, physicians, and policy-makers.
After each call, you’ll hold two 8-minute meetings with leading
solution partners (we try to optimize reciprocal choice).
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Weekly Intelligence Feed
An e-newsletter delivering fresh insights in strategy, innovation,
leadership and policy. Each issue will also include a provider case
study and analyses of innovative solution partners.
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Community Interviews and Introductions
Each provider organization will be periodically interviewed for either
content or connections. Content – to help inform the monthly Think
Tanks or the Intelligence Feed. Connections – to enable us to connect
you to providers or solution partners who may be a great fit for a
current initiative you are working on.
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Online Forum
An easy-to-use community directory, with a profile on each member;
a content library of Think Tank recordings and Intelligence Feeds; and
an active forum to share best practices.

Estimated
Annual Value
$3,000
$2,000

Community
Personal Introductions
Online Forum

$3,000
$1,000

Total Estimated Value

$9,000

Annual Price (Effective January 1, 2021)

$6,000

Next Steps
Contact Sofia Gakopoulos to become a 2020 Health
System 100 Intelligence Group Member, with full
benefits free of charge for the duration of 2020:
sgakopoulos@lincolnhc.com or (203) 644-1723.
We will register your executives to receive access
to our Monthly Think Tanks, Weekly Intelligence
Feed, and Online Forum, and schedule your Health
System 100 Community Interview.
In November/December, we will ask if you would
like to become a 2021 Member (paid).
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